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2022-2023 

Name of the Department/Society: North east cell, Hansraj college  

Name of the Event : Screening of National Film Award Winning movie "Bulbul can Sing" 

Date of the Event: 21st September 2022 

Convenor of the Department/Society: Ms Ruchi  

On September 21st, 2022, the North-East Cell, Hansraj College, conducted its first offline movie screening of 

the movie "Bulbul can Sing" by Rima Das.  The event commenced at 2 pm and witnessed a peak of 60 

participants from different colleges of University of Delhi.  Everyone watched the movie with extreme 

eagerness and thrill. The discussion started shortly after the movie ended. Various ideas and derived 

perceptions were presented by different students. Each thought spoken by the students was well crafted and 

enlightening. Some students spoke about the patriarchal and feudal notions that was one of the main focuses in 

the film while some presented their views about the cinematography that persisted throughout the movie. The 

cinematography of the movie is an appreciable element of the movie. It has weaved together many small 

things together creating a beautiful mass of scenic beauty both literally and metaphorically of the rural life of 

Assam. One could see the beautiful crafts of symbolism of society done by Rima Das in different scenes 

throughout the movie.  Many students also highlighted the importance of each character in the movie, 

especially the lead kids. All of the teenagers showed a glimpse of reality. The dilemma, the confusion, the 

fights with one another was such a realistic approach that everyone resonated with them at some point or the 

other. These even exchanges of such insightful thoughts and ideas in the screening really made the event a 

success. This event was at the end finally closed off with some snapshots of everyone together in a big group 

picture. 
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